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Abstmct-The transition that the expansion flow of laser-produced plasmas experiences when one 
moves from long, low intensity pulses (temperature vanishing at the isentropic plasma-vacuum front, 
lying at finite distance) to short, intense ones (non-zero, uniform temperature at the plasma-vacuum 
front, lying at infinity) is studied. For plznar geometry and lqge ion number Z, the transition occurs 
for dq5/dt=0.14(27/8)k712Z’1zn$/mf12K; 4, n,, mi, and K are laser intensity, critical density, 
ion mass, and Spitzer’s heat conduction coefficient. This result remains valid for finite Zi, though the 
numerical factor in d$/dt is different. Shorter wavelength lasers and higher 4 plasmas allow faster 
rising pulses below transition. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
THE EXPANSION flow of plasmas produced by irradiating solid targets With laser 
light, changes non-trivially as one moves from long, low intensity pulses (MULSER, 
1970; COOPER, 1973) to short, intense ones (CLARKE et al, 1973; MASON and 
MORSE, 1975). In the first limit the neighbourhood of the plasma-vacuum 
boundary, which lies at a finite distance at any given time, behaves isentropically, 
and the electron temperature T, vanishes there (SA” and BARRERO, 
1978a); in the opposite limit, and assuming a short enough mean-free-path (and 
quasineutrality), the flow extends to infinity at any time, and T‘ is non-zero and 
uniform in the rarefied plasma (SA” and BARRERO, 1978b). This transition 
has important consequences: in an isothermal expansion the mean-free-path (and 
the Debye length) grows indefinitely, leading to a breakdown of the assumption 
just mentioned; phenomena undesirable for laser fusion, such as sigdicant ion 
acceleration or a non-thermal electron distribution function (hot and cold popula- 
tions, truncated Maxwellian) (MORSE and NIELSON, 1973; CROW et al., 1975; 
PEARLMAN and MORSE, 1978; DECOSTE, 1978), follow from that breakdown. 
In this paper we find that the transition occurs, in a sense, discontinuously. In 
a rising pulse, the rate of entropy generation in the absorption process increases 
with the laser intensity 4(t). If the increase is slow enough, the plasma is able to 
convey away all the entropy produced in the region of absorption, outside which 
conduction is negligible. The convection is less efficient for a faster increase. 
There is a finite value of d4/dt, for a given plasma and a given laser frequency, 
above which conduction is important throughout the expansion, and the rarefied 
plasma is isothermal. 
We present the mathematical problem in Section 2. To carry out the aalysis 
we use simplifications such as considering large ion charge number, planar 
geometry, and a linear pulse. In Sections 3 and 4 we study the isentropic and 
isothermal limits, and the general case, respectively. In Section 5 we discuss the 
results obtained and their validity for more general situations. 
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For n,/n, small (no = solid density), and d+/dt not so large as to generate a 
thermal wave (SHEARER and BARNES, 1971), there exists a well defined ablation 
surface separating the rarefied expansion flow from the high-density, compressed 
region on the right. The motion of that surface is slow when compared with 
velocities in the expansion flow, so that, to analyze the expansion, the surface may 
be set at q = 0, where, therefore, the density goes to infinity and the velocity 
vanishes, while the pressure takes a finite value; then for some appropriate n, we 
may write 
y=z=O, vz=1 at q = O .  (7) 
In addition, at the plasma-vacuum interface, which may lie at either finite or 
infinite distance, we have zero density and heat flux: 
v+O, zzJ2dze/dqi0 as y + q .  (8) 
Finally, for convenience, we drop the &term in equation (6) using.instead a jump 
condition across the critical plane, 
Neither q, nor v, are known a priori (because n, is unknown). 
q = O ,  as 
Any solution to equations (4)-(6) and (7) behaves, in the neighbourhood of 
A being an arbitrary constant. We expect (and find) that such a solution satisfies 
conditions (8), for any given A within some positive range, if a discontinuity in 
dz/dq is permitted at some appropriate q (which will be the critical plane). Once 
the solution has been obtained condition (9) yields the value of a,Z, correspond- 
ing to the chosen A. 
3. LIMIT REGIMES 
To better understand the general case, analyzed in the next section, we briefly 
discuss here the large and small a,& range, studied in detail by S m m  and 
BARRERO (1978a, b) for arbitrary Zi, and which are particularly simple for Z, 
large. 
We find that as A decreases towards a finite value 1.92, the critical plane 
moves to infinity and a,Z, goes to zero. The limit solution, which takes into 
account neither the second condition in (8) nor equation (9) (removed from the 
problem) is very useful; as the density vanishes (q -00) the left-hand side of (6) 
approaches zero and zzl2 dzJdq reaches a constant finite value, which will differ 
negligibly from the rightward heat flux z;l2 dz,/dqI,: for any a,Z, small enough, 
and may be used to determine the corresponding value of q,: From equation (9) 
we get 
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the critical plane lies where the density in the a,& = 0 solution takes the value 
given in (11). We neglected z:~’ dz,ldq(,; in (9) because, for v, small, the (nearly) 
constant value of the heat flux to the left of the critical plane can only be zero 
(uniform temperature). It may be easily verified that the flow speed in a frame 
moving with the local density (y  - q)  is everywhere less than the isothermal sound 
speed. 
For the opposite limit, we find that as A becomes large, the critical plane 
approaches the origin and a,Zi increases indefinitely. In fact, equations (5 ) ,  (6), 
(7) and (9) show that, for acZ, large, conduction is restricted to a thin (deflagra- 
tion) layer (q << 1, q << y)  connected to a much broader isentropic region where the 
first condition in (8) may be satisfied. In the thin layer equations (4)-(6) may be 
integrated once (quasi-steady flow), using (7) to get 
vy = -&A5/’, 
&A5/’(y2+ z,)+ y = 0, 
U is zero (unity) for q Cqc(q >qc) .  Since z, must have a maximum at the critical 
plane, equations (13) and (12) lead to 
yc = -25/(6A5/’), 2, = y,‘, V, = 18A5/625; (15) 
then, evaluating equations (13) and (14) just behind the deflagration, where the 
Chapman-Jouguet condition is satisfied for arbitrary Zi (SANMARTIN and BARRERO 
1978a) we obtain the value of acZi corresponding to A, 
acZi = (6 X 21/3/25)4A25/3. 
In the isentropic region, the density vanishes at a finite value qu, and near it we 
have 
2 7  Y 3 --- (1-;), - = l - ~  (1-;), ~ - ( l - q / q ~ ) ~ / ’ .  (16) 
q,2-40 q u  
Clearly, the speed (y - q)  is subsonic near both the origin and qu, and supersonic 
somewhere in between, so that the flow presents two isothermal sonic points [one 
point lies at the critical plane ( L ~ A N ,  1979) as shown in (15), and the other in the 
isentropic regi6nl. 
4. ISENTROPIC-ISOTHERMAL TRANSITION 
For arbitrary acZi, it proves convenient to define the phase-space variables 
and write system (4)-(6) in the form 
dN N ‘4Y-3A1 
dY Y-1 Y A2 
de 28 + F/tI5/’ A1 
dY- Y A’’ 
-- --(---I), 
-- - 
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d F  6+ 4N[(1+4Y/3)8/4-F(Y- 1)/285/2]Al 4 
dY Y A2 3N8y 
--- -- -- 
dY A2 
dlnq  AI 
y- , -=- 
where 
A2 = 8 - (Y - 1)( Y ---- :y;/2). 
The behaviour of the solution for Y large may be directly obtained from equation 
(10) for q small: 
N 1: (25 y/3)17/3A-125/6 (23) 
8 = (25 Y/3)8/3A-25/3, (24) 
F= -(2/5)(25 Y/3)28/3A-175'6. (25) 
Condition (9) and the boundary conditions (8) become 
F - - F  = 8N,'/(~r,5;)'/~, 
N=F=O at Y = l ,  
respectively. 
It is possible to show that 8 must vanish at Y = 1 in the form 
e = (Y - 1114. (28) 
On the other hand N and F may behave in a variety of ways in the neighbour- 
hood of that point. We find 
N=B(Y- 1)3/7, (294 
(29b) 
77 - qo -lOqu(Y- 1)/7, (294 
F = 7( Y - 1)s'2/1280, 
and 
N = C(Y - 1)4 exp 
q - (Y - 1)-1'2, (304 
where B and C are arbitrary constants. One may verify that the isentropic and 
isothermal behaviours discussed in Section 3 correspond to equations (29) and 
(30), respectively. We find, however, that there exists a third possible type of 
solution near Y = 1, 
N=5(Y- 1)'12/16, (314 
F z ( Y -  1)5/2/192, (3 1b) 
q-qu=-3qu(Y-1)/2. (31~) 
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Notice that (31a), contrary to equations (29a) and (30a) contains no arbitrary 
constant and therefore should correspond to a specific A value, marking the 
transition between the isentropic and isothermal behaviours. 
Indeed we find that as A decreases from large values B decreases too. 
Consider B small. As one moves away from the plasma-vacuum interface toward 
growing densities, the approximation (29) breaks down for (Y - 1) = O(B14) << 1. In 
that region equations (17)-(19) yield an equation involving only F/(Y-  l)’/’ and 
N/( Y - l)”’, 
d[F( Y - l)-’/’] 
d[N(Y - 1)-1/2] 12 1 - 192F( Y - l)-’/’ 
7 1 - (1280/7)F( Y - l)-’/”[l + 3F( Y - l)-’/’/N( Y - 1)-1/2] =- 
(32) 
The solution to (32), starting with the isentropic values for (Y - l)/B14 0, 
7 +- F 
(Y- 1)”’ 1280 ’ 
ends at the nodal point uf (32)’ 
1 -- 5 F =- N 
(Y - 1)l/’ 16 ’ ( Y - 1)5/2 - 192 ’ (33) 
(see Fig. 1). Equations (33) are the same as (31). 
We find similarly that as A increases from its lowest value, 1.92, C increases. 
Consider C large enough. We find that the approximation (30) breaks down when 
C( Y - 1)7/2 exp [ - 1/2( Y - l)] = O( 1)’ (Y - 1 << 1). In that region equations (17)-(19) 
yield again (32). Its solution, starting with the isothermal values, 
= C(Y- exp [- 1/2(Y- I)] + 0, N 
(Y - 1)1/’ 
1.5 
1 




0 0.5 2 2 5  3 ’ 5 N  -- 
16 (Y-l)B 
FIG 1.-Numerical solution to equation (32). 
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ends again at the nodal point (33) (see Fig. 1). It is clear that the solutions for 
small B and large C differ from each other only at low densities (Y = 1) when the 
isentropic and isothermal behaviours are attained respectively, and must corres- 
pond to close A values. That density range collapses to zero as A approaches the 
value 2.19, from either above or below (I3 4 0 or C -+ CO), and in that limit the 
transition behaviour (31) is valid all the way down to zero density. For A = 2.19 
we find a,Z, = 3.75 or, equivalently, 
d4/dt = 0.14(27/8)k7’2Z?’2n~/m:‘2~ = (d+/dt)*. (34) 
For d4/dt > (d+/dt)* the plasma extends to infinity (density decaying exponen- 
tially with distance, and temperature being practically uniform), though both n 
and T, are exponentially small in [(d4/dt)/(d+/dt)*- 1l-I (see Figs. 2 and 3). 
FIG. 2.-Schematics of n and Te for d+/dt just below (----), at (-), and just above (-.-.-) 
transition. 
2 I 
FIG. 3.-Te at vanishing density above transition; 4* = 4 at transition (4 =dx,,(t)/dt). 
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For the numerical integration, we start with large A (and correspondingly 
large B )  values, for which we know that there must be two isothermal sonic points 
(A1 = 0). Let those two points occur at Y,, and Ysz (YSl > Ys2), and let the critical 
plane lie at Y,. Since F must be negative to the right of the critical plane, we 
cannot have Y, < YS1, because otherwise we would arrive at either a multivalued 
solution (Az # 0 + d In q/dY = 0 at Ysl) or a positive F(Az = 0 + F = YB5/2/4 at 
Ysl). An analysis of the points where both A1 and Az vanish shows that Y, cannot 
be larger than Ysl either; thus Y, = Y,, as for A -+W. Starting at large Y with 
(23)-(25) we integrate until the solution meets the sonic curve (YSl); since F 
FIG. 4.-Numerical results in the space phase (8, Y )  for different values of aeZi. Notice the scale 
change at 8 = 4. 
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remains negative we have A 2 # 0  at Ysl, but the solution is not multivalued 
because of the jump in F(Y, = Y J .  To continue the solution to lower densities, 
beyond the critical plane, we sweep through F (which is unknown); for each value 
within a certain positive range the integral curve O ( Y )  is found to meet the sonic 
curve (A, = 0) at a second point and A2 is found to vanish there (F is now positive, 
and the point has a nodal character). Starting finally at Y = 1, using (29), the 
integral curve O ( Y )  for each B meets the sonic curve at a point, and again we 
have A2 = 0 there. For a certain B and a certain F the sonic points have the same 
Y and N (for given Y, conditions AI = 0, A2 = 0 determine uniquely only 8 and 
F); one F and B are obtained the solution is completed. The method remains 
valid as A is decreased below the transition value, 2.19, though then one must use 
(30) to start integration from Y = 1. The two sonic points are found to approach 
each other, and they meet for A = 1.94. Below 1.94 the solution is everywhere 
subsonic. Figure 4 shows numerical results for O ( Y ) ,  for A = 1.92 (ac& 4 0 ) ,  
A = 1.94 (when the sonic points coalesce), just below 2.19 (beyond transition), 
and (ac& + w). 
5 .  DISCUSSION 
We have studied the transition that the expansion flow of laser-produced 
plasmas experiences when one moves from long, low intensity pulses to short, 
intense ones. For planar geometry, large ion number ,&, absorption at the critical 
density n,, and a pulse reasonably linear in time (4 = t d#dt), we find that for 
d+/dt < (d4/dt)* = 0.14(27/8)k7/2Z:'2n~/m~'2~y 
the plasma behaves isentropically near the plasma-vacuum front (a - t4'3), 
(35) 
n=b(i-X/G)3n, u/i,,=i-(&)(i-x/x,), 
ZkT'/mik2 == (&)(l- X/X, ), 
where b is an arbitrary constant and & =dx,,(t)/dt; b decreases with increasing 
dc$/dt, and vanishes at (d4/dt)*. For (d4/dt) slightly below (d4/dt)*, i.e. b small, 
the approximation (35) fails very close to the front ( l - x / ~ J = O ( b ~ ~ )  where the 
flow takes smoothly the form 
As d4/dt approaches (d4/dt)* from below ( b  --f 0), the thickness of the isentropic 
region (35) adjoining the front collapses to zero, so that, at the value (dt$/dt)* the 
behaviour at the front is the (non-isentropic) limit one given by (36). For 
d$/dt > (d+/dt)* there is no solution with finite x, ; n decays exponentially to zero 
at x = - w  where T, takes a finite value shown in Fig. 3 for values close to 
(d+/dt)*. Figure 2 shows schematically n and T'. versus x. We assumed through- 
out the analysis a quasineutral, collision dominated plasma; these assumptions will 
breakdown for T,(n = 0) large, well beyond transition, but this cannot affect the 
determination of (d4/dt)*. 
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It is of interest to note that the ratio of heat flow to internal energy convection 
flow 
[convection measured in a frame where the local density is constant: dx/dtl,= 
-(an/at)/(dn/dx)], which is an index of the non-isentropic character of the flow, 
changes discontinuously at the transition: For d+/dt < (d+/dt)* ( b  given) we have 
r+O as x + x ,  [on the other hand, r + a  as b+0,  for any given, small 
(1 -&)I. At the transition ( b  = 0), r + 1/30 at the front. For (d+/dt) > (dc$/dt)*, 
we have r + 35/30 as n + 0. 
We find the preceding results valid for finite Zi, though the numerical value 
0.14 in the expression for (dc$/dt)* may change. A similar conclusion should 
follow from an analysis allowing absorption at densities below critical. 
The results may be also used for structured pulses, for which d+/dt may 
change dramatically in time; then, condition d+/dt = (d+/dt)* should mark the 
time of transition from isentropic to isothermal flow, during the pulse. Notice 
finally that shorter wavelength lasers and higher Z, plasmas (E- 2;') allow 
faster rising pulses below transition. 
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